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Unfertilized grass buffer strips (BS) have been suggested by the EU as an alternative measure to 

reduce N and P loads to surface waters in agricultural areas in the Netherlands. The 

hydrogeological setting in the Dutch delta is however quite different from the majority of 

locations for which experimental evidence on the effectiveness of BS (BSE) exists. In the 

Netherlands predominant deep groundwater flow routes may cause lower BSE. Therefore, in 

2005 a comprehensive study started with five field experiments in different Dutch 

hydrogeological units. 

Before the start of the growing season of 2006 a reference strip (RS) and a 5 m wide BS were 

installed next to the ditch at each experimental location. In 2007 two additional replicates were 

installed at two out of five locations. Nutrient balance of the treatment strips was established 

with crop and soil analysis, and soil moisture or groundwater samples were taken for analysis at 

two locations. For each treatment a separate reservoir was built in the ditch to collect and 

measure discharge from the field. Water in the reservoir was automatically maintained at ditch 

level by pumping out excess water. Discharge proportional samples were taken from the 

reservoirs and analyzed for N and P to calculate loads.  

After three leaching seasons no significant differences in nutrient concentration of the reservoirs 

or in calculated nutrient loads were found between RS and BS on four locations. At the fifth 

location only discharge P-concentration and P-load were significantly (10-20%) lower for the 

BS. This eastern location lies outside the delta, has a gentle slope (2%), a shallow phreatic 

aquifer on top of an impermeable clay layer and is therefore more comparable to circumstances 

abroad with relatively more shallow flow. At the workshop we will present updated information 

including the last fourth winter season. 

 
 


